Kyiv Medical University of UAFM is a first private university among the former Soviet Union countries, founded in 1992 on the basis of combination of standard and alternative medicine. The is accredited by the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine and licensed by the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine for the 4th accreditation level.

Kyiv Medical University of UAFM appears to be unique higher education institution, where two main areas of Medicine are developed in scientific search and taught for national and international students – standard medicine and alternative medicine. Training at the University designed in accordance with curricula and programs of the state standard, including advanced study of “alternative medicine”, including such specific disciplines as: Pharmacology, Herbal Medicine, Homeopathy, Chiropractic, Reflexology and others.
The Faculty of general medicine at the Kyiv Medical University offers a 6 year undergraduate program according to the license by Ministry of health and education of Ukraine. The program is a 6 year Undergraduate program leading to M.D Physician (MBBS) qualification which is recognized by the Ukrainian ministry of health to be enrolled as a practitioner of general medicine in Ukraine and also WHO hence making the university a leading choice by foreign students for MBBS in Ukraine.

The faculty offers education in English, Russian And Ukrainian medium of instructions. The six year program is a complex program with each academic year divided into two semesters i.e. Fall and Spring semester. Each semester has their own curriculum with a student required to abide by all the internal curriculum rules and regulations set up by the university for MBBS in Ukraine.

The foreign students have their own faculty of general medicine with the entire course conducted in English. The university has its curriculum for international students set up according to the EU(European Union) rules with first three years dedicated to Pre clinical subjects and the final three years dedicated to the clinical subjects.
Academic processes and procedures at KYIV MEDICAL UNIVERSITY is done within the accompanying forms: classrooms classes (classrooms classes, labs, practical, workshop classes, seminars and consultations), practicing of individual works and projects, undergraduate's individual work, functional trainings and control measures.

Lecture is the primary type of leading training sessions, which is intended for learning material in the theoretically way with the utilization of scientific accomplishments and achievements and defines the essential content of all training sessions.

Practical trainings are the form of classes, where theoretical knowledge of a specialization manner is practiced for the better of the students. Abilities, skills and practical experience are functionally executed. Usage of practically environment advances the students into various tasks and fields.

Classes where the students intensifies their theoretical knowledge in their stream, become the experienced one in the methodology of accomplishing the research and experiments into their specified stream and conduct the practical on their own yet under the guidance of a specialized and experienced faculty, obtain the convenient knowledge of working with laboratory apparatuses, computers, instruments etc.

Seminars are basically another form of training sessions where an experienced and applicable instructor/lecturer arranges and organizes the healthy discussion on some previously learned and academic topics. Students get to prepare their performances on the basis of individual assignments which could be in the form of essays and topics etc.
Lissod
According to the strategic development plan of year 2014-2017, Kyiv medical university of UAFM signed an agreement with "Medix-Ray Group International," "Modern Hospital cancer care" in the training of interns in the University. Interns have the opportunity to train in LISSOD -Western Cancer Center Hospital. The clinic have highly qualified specialists, diagnosis and treatments are carried out in accordance with international standards and lissod is one of the approved communities in Europe and the United States.

Internship in the field:
Surgery;
Clinical Oncology;
Radiology;
Anaesthesiology and intensive care

Boris
According to the strategic plan, KMU UAFM signed with complex medical - diagnostic center "Boris" for the first time in Ukraine and presented a clinic format "everything under one roof": hospital outpatient department, diagnostic center, emergency room has ultramodern equipment and performs diagnostic and medical help of any level of complexity. Based on the agreement medical interns, KMU UAFM are able to take correspondence course internship in the fields. During the internship, best interns are provided in the employment for the posts of junior medical staff.

List of specialties as follows:
Anesthesiology and Intensive Care
Surgery
Radiology
Clinical Oncology
Pediatrics
Internal Medicine
Orthopedics and Traumatology
Students live Institute interesting rich life. They all share a desire; above all, learn all the most progressive that has gained today not only classic but also traditional medicine. Much attention is paid to the Institute of clubs, each student -Where can be applied to their inclinations. There are basketball, football and other sports clubs, whose members were the winners and other long-distance competitions. Students have the opportunity to attend the Institute pool, gym, to help them in the development of the individual and seasoning physically. Students are given the opportunity to see different countries, learn their culture and language, earn money during the holidays for tuition. It is possible to study and loans for excellent discounts offered good pay.

In favor of a truly democratic system in the institute evidenced by the Student Council activities, It organizes various meetings with interesting people, maintains relationships with youth and student organizations of Ukraine, is involved in organizing cultural events. Student Board exercises its authority on the basis of the provisions of the Student Council. The head of the student board members elected by the board and is the sole representative of the interests of all students outside the institution. Student Council aims to attract more students to participate in student government. It was in this work, co-existence and achieve a common goal - formed a new identity medical worker - a graduate of our institute. Much attention is paid to the Institute of clubs (dancing, singing, painting, poetry, stage, and theater, club cheerful and resourceful).

During the academic year for students conducted numerous tours and events that allow you to learn about the history and cultural life of the capital of Ukraine, classical and contemporary art. For example, here are just a partial list of typical events throughout the year: excursions: Kyiv Aecherska Laura Sofia, Pechersk visiting Maryfeskooho Palace Road to the Temple (the temples Kyiv), Kyiv ancient and modern, Pirogov (Museum of Folk Architecture and myts'tstva) museums: history of medicine, Shevchenko, Lesia Ukrainian, Ukrainian fine art, fine art Russian, Eastern and Western art history Kyiv, Bulgakov, history, etc. Visit some of the city’s most magnificent theaters like the National Opera, the National Philharmonic House of Organ and Chamber Music, Theatre Ukrainian Drama, Ivan Franko Theater of dpamy, Lesya Ukrainian, operetta, drama and comedy, opera studio, theater workshops Constellation, etc.
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